
A Guide for Clinicians
Natural Heat Therapy

Long-lasting, self-adhesive heat packs

About Hotteeze Heat Pads
Hotteeze Heat Pads provide 12-hours of soothing, continuous, moist heat therapy. They are slim, ultra-light and 
odourless, and can be worn comfortably, invisibly and hands-free all day. Hotteeze Heat Pads are made in 
Japan under the strictest quality controls, and have been endorsed by the Australian Physiotherapy Association 
since 2012.
To use a Hotteeze Heat Pad, a patient can simply open up the packet, stick the heat pad to clothing or bandage 
over the target area, and it will become warm in 10 minutes. Once finished, the biodegradable contents of the 
pad can be reused as a soil conditioner.
Clinical studies have found that moist heat therapy, such as that produced by Hotteeze Heat Pads, is an effective, 
non-invasive and drug-free option for the treatment of many health conditions. 

Lower back pain
Patients with lower back pain have reported significant pain relief following the use of 
continuous, low-level heat therapy, with relief persisting for up to 24 hours after 
therapy (Steiner et al 2000). Heat therapy has been found to provide greater relief for 
lower back pain than ice therapy, Naproxen (Dehghan & Farahbod 2014), Ibuprofen 
and Paracetamol (Nadler et al 2002).

Application of moist heat therapy has been shown to help reduce athletic injuries and improve muscle and 
ligament flexibility (Petrofsky, Laymon & Lee 2013). Heat therapy can increase soft tissue flexibility, tissue blood 
flow and muscle resistance; improve contraction of smooth muscles and muscles’ motor function (Szymanski 
2001); and decrease muscle seizures (Kent 2006).
Continuous, low-level heat, applied after exercise, has been found to reduce delayed-onset muscle soreness 
(Petrofsky 2017; Weingand 1999). Heat therapy following exercise also decreased the amount of muscle strength 
lost, preserved muscle activity, and prevented elastic tissue damage (Petrofsky 2013; Petrofsky 2015).

Muscle soreness and flexibility

Moist heat therapy has been found to be effective in alleviating pain, and improving stiffness 
and gait impairment in patients with knee osteoarthritis, with the effects persisting for at 
least six weeks after application (Seto 2008). Heat application every other day has also 
been shown to improve the sub-dimensions of quality of life scores of physical function, 
pain and general health perception of patients with knee osteoarthritis (Yildrim, Ulusory & 
Bodur 200). 
Patients with wrist pain associated with strains, sprains and osteoarthritis reported greater 
pain relief following continuous, low-level heat therapy, when compared with a placebo. 
Pain relief progressively increased with each successive day of therapy, and persisted for 
two days after therapy was stopped. Patients also experienced a significant increase in grip 
strength (Michlovitz 2002).

Arthritis and joint pain
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Period pain
Continuous, low-level heat therapy has been shown to be superior to Paracetamol and 
Ibuprofen in relieving pain caused by menstrual cramps, reducing tightness and cramping, 
and significantly decreasing fatigue (Akin et al 2001; Akin et al 2004). 

Targeted heat therapy, except in the instances of late stages of Diabetes Mellitus and advanced Neuropathy, can 
be beneficial for Diabetics with infrared saunas and localized heat pads having a positive effect on patients. Heat 
therapy “is a promising supplemental therapy for elderly (diabetic) amputees) with circulatory disorders. 
Elderly diabetics in Japan who underwent infrared dry sauna, heat pack and thermal sheeting full body 
thermotherapy “recovered their ability to walk outside and showed healing of intractable ulcers”. (Jpn J Compr 
Rehabil Sci Vol5,2014).
Local heat therapy from heat pads (like Hotteeze) can aid in wound healing though global heat treatment is 
more superior.(Yasemin Turan 2015). 
“Heat treatment increases blood flow to the area as a result of inducing vasodilatation, which is thought to 
contributes to wound healing”.
For patients with no feeling from advanced neuropathy, heat pad usage should be limited to 30 minutes at a 
time on unaffected areas of the body.

Diabetes

Heat therapy is effective in reducing pain resulting from a broad range of conditions. This is, in part, because heat 
therapy switches on heat receptors located at the site of injury. These heat receptors in turn block the effect of 
the chemical messengers that cause pain to be detected by the body, resulting in a decrease in the experience 
of pain (King et al 2006). For example, a study of geriatric patients suffering from pain in the low back, knee or 
shoulder regions found that following application of a moist heat-pack for 30 minutes, the level of pain was 
significantly decreased, with the effect maintained for at least three hours (Kim 2011).
Clinical studies have also reported the effective use of heat therapy to reduce pain, anxiety, nausea and heart 
rate in patients suffering from numerous other chronic health conditions. Examples include gallstones 
(cholelithiasis) (Kober et al 2003a), abdominal pain from renal colic (Kober et al 2003b), pelvic pain from 
cystitis, urolithiasis, appendicitis, colitis and rectal trauma (Bertalanffy et al 2006). 

Other forms of chronic pain

Topical Thermal Therapy with heat pads applied to the upper torso of patients with stable heart failure routinely 
can provide comfort. “Heat is a natural vasodilator. Judicious use of heat in the form of thermal baths, saunas 
and/or heating pads” can be offered to patients with chronic, stable HF” (Weber, Silver 2007).
In a study at the University of Ottawa Heart Institute the clinical impact of heat therapy on elderly patients with 
heart failure netted positive results.
“Significant improvements were noted across a wide scope of heart failure‐related parameters in the areas of (1) 
endothelial function, (2) hemodynamics, (3) cardiac geometry, (4) neurohormonal markers, and (5) quality of life. Of 
special note, thermal therapy also conveyed a strong antiarrhythmic effect in heart failure patients. The clinical 
evidence highlights repeatable and compelling data showing that thermal therapy may provide an important and 
viable adjunct in the treatment of heart failure.” (Mussivand, Alshaer, Haddad 2008).

Congestive heart failure
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For more information, see www.hotteeze.com


